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Abstract
As Spaltenstein showed, the category of unbounded complexes of sheaves on a topolog-
ical space has enough K-injective complexes. We extend this result to the category of un-
bounded complexes of an arbitrary Grothendieck category. This is important for a construction, by
the author, of a triangulated category of equivariant motives. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
MSC: 18E15; 18G20; 18E25
1. Introduction
In special situations one can use Cartan–Eilenberg resolutions to de9ne sheaf hyper-
cohomology of a complex of sheaves. This can be done for bounded below complexes
or in the situation of 9nite cohomological dimension. In general, one needs an appro-
priate analog of an injective resolution. That was done by Spaltenstein [7]. The cor-
rect replacement is a right resolution by a so called K-injective complex. Spaltenstein
showed in [7] for special categories that there are enough K-injective complexes. The
goal of this article is to show that there are enough K-injective complexes for any
Grothendieck category. The proof is a modi9cation of the proof of Spaltenstein for
the case of the category of abelian sheaves on a topological space and a central point
is a kind of small object argument (see Lemma 3.6 and proof of Lemma 3.7). Re-
cently, Alonso Tarr)>o et al. presented another independent and di?erent proof in [1].
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We also refer to the introduction of [1] for other results in this direction. Furthermore,
Weibel showed in [9] the existence of enough K-injective complexes in the case of a
Grothendieck category with AB4∗.
The motivation for this work is the development of an equivariant version of
Voevodsky’s triangulated category of motives, which is given by the author in [6].
In this context there occur natural unbounded complexes because of a simplicial con-
struction. Moreover, in the equivariant situation the cohomological dimension is in
general not 9nite.
In Section 2, we brieGy recall the most important de9nitions and facts we will need
afterwards. Then we prove in Section 3 our main result. In Section 4, the connection
to the derived version of the theorem of Gabriel and Popesco is established.
2. Notations and recollections
First we want to 9x some notations and recall the most important de9nitions and
facts.
Denition 2.1. An abelian category is called a Grothendieck category if it has a gen-
erator and it has property AB 5); i.e. it is cocomplete and the 9ltered colimit of exact
sequences is exact.
Let A be a Grothendieck category. We denote by Kom(A) the category of com-
plexes in A, by K(A) the homotopy category of complexes in A and by D(A)
the derived category of A. D(A) exists by the properties of A without changing a
universe (see [8, 10.4.5]).
Denition 2.2. A complex I• ∈Kom(A) is called K-injective if for each acyclic com-
plex S• ∈Kom(A) the complex Hom•(S•; I•) is again acyclic.
The following proposition is proven in [7, Proposition 1.5].
Proposition 2.3. For a complex A• ∈Kom(A) the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) A• is K-injective,
(ii) for each complex A• ∈Kom(A) the equality HomK(A)(A•; I•)=HomD(A)(A•; I•)
holds,
(iii) the functor Hom•( ; A•) :K(A)→K(Ab) preserves quasi-isomorphisms.
Denition 2.4. We say that Kom(A) has enough K-injective complexes if for each
complex A• ∈ Kom(A) there is a right resolution A• → I• with I• K-injective.
Denition 2.5. An ordinal ∈ Ord is called regular if each subset X ⊆  with |X |¡
is bounded by an 0 ¡.
Remark 2.6. In this de9nition we handle cardinals as special ordinals (compare [4]).
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3. Proof of the theorem
Let A be a Grothendieck category and let U be a generator of A.
The following two lemmas are proven exactly in the same way as in [7, Section 4].
For the convenience of the reader we shortly repeat the proofs.
Lemma 3.1. Let (S•j )j∈J be a family of acyclic complexes; and let A
• ∈Kom(A).
Then A• has a right resolution s :A• → B• which is in each degree injective and for
every j∈ J and every w : S•j → A• the chain map s ◦ w homotopic to zero.
Proof. For each l : S•j → A• there is a right resolution f(l) :A• → A•l such that
f(l)◦l is homotopic to zero. One chooses a well ordering on L :=∐j∈J Hom(S•j ; A•)
and de9nes by trans9nite induction for each l∈L an inductive system (B•l′)l′6l. One
sets B•0 := A
• and if l = k + 1 one chooses a complex B•l such that there are
quasi-isomorphisms B•k → B•l and A•l → B•l with the property that the morphisms
A• can:→ B•k → B•l and A•
f(l)→ A•l → B•l are homotopic. If l has no predecessor one de9nes
B•l := liml′¡lB
•
l′ . Then A
• → B˜• := liml∈L B•l is a right resolution with the second
property. By setting B := B˜
•⊕ cone (A• id→A•) one can further force injectivity.
Lemma 3.2. For every A• ∈Kom(A) there exists a right resolution m :A• → B•; such
that m is injective and for all i∈Z the image of m(Ai) is contained in an injective
subobject of Bi.
Proof. By [3; Theorem 1.10.1.] one can choose for each j∈Z an injective morphism
fj :Aj → I j with I j injective in A. De9ne J j := I j ⊕ I j+1 with
dJ• :=
(
0 1
0 0
)
and A• → J • by (f;f ◦dA•). Now the canonical map A• → cone(J • → Coker u)[−1]
has the desired property.
Now we de9ne in an appropriate way the cardinality of an object in A.
Denition 3.3. For an object A∈A we de9ne by
|A| := |{A′ ⊆ A}|
the cardinality of A.
Remark 3.4. Because A has a generator {A′ ⊆ A} is really a set.
The following properties of the cardinality function are obvious.
Lemma 3.5. (i) If A′ → A is injective |A′|6 |A| holds:
(ii) If A v→A′′ is surjective |A′′|6 |A| holds.
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We have the following important
Lemma 3.6. Let A∈A;  a regular ordinal with ¿ |A| and (B)¡ an inductive
system in A with injective morphisms. Then for any morphism
v :A → colim
¡
B
there is a 0 ¡ such that v factors over B0 → colim¡ B.
Proof. Because of AB 5) of A the canonical map B0 → colim¡B is injective for
all 0 ¡ and with A := v−1(B) we have colim¡ A = A. We have to show that
there is a 0 ¡ such that A0 = A holds. For that we de9ne a subset E of  by
E := {∈ |= 0 ∨ A =colim
′¡
A′}:
We have A= colim¡ A = colim∈E A. And the map E → {A′ ⊆ A}; E   → A is
injective. Therefore; |E|6 |A|¡ and by regularity of  the subset E is bounded by
0 ¡.
With that in hand we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3.7. Let (S•j )j∈J be a family of acyclic complexes in A and A
• ∈Kom(A)
any complex. Then there is a right resolution A• → B• with the following properties:
(i) for all j∈ J the complex Hom•(S•j ; B•) is acyclic;
(ii) for all i∈Z the object Bi is injective in A.
Proof. For an ordinal  we de9ne by trans9nite induction an inductive system of
complexes {B′}′6:
• B•0 :=A;
• for  a limit ordinal; we de9ne
B• := colim
′¡
B•′ ;
• for = (− 1)+ 1 we do the following: By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we choose a right
resolution u :B•−1 → B• with the following properties:
(a) for all i∈Z the morphism ui :Bi−1 → Bi is injective;
(b) for all i∈Z the image ui(Bi−1) is contained in an injective subobject of Bi
and
(c) for all j∈ J and any morphisms w : S•j → B•−1 the morphism u ◦ w is
homotopic to zero.
Now we choose a regular ordinal  with
(1) for all i∈Z and j∈ J the inequality |Sij|¡ holds;
(2) for the generator U of A the inequality |U |¡ holds and
(3) |N|6 .
Then we set B• := B and let A• = B•0 → B• be the canonical morphism.
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Obviously this is a right resolution.
By (a) and by property AB 5) of A the inductive system (Bi)¡ satis9es for any
i∈Z the condition of Lemma 3.6. Therefore by Lemma 3.6, the properties (1)–(3)
and the regularity of  for any j∈ J any morphism S•j → B• factories for a ¡ via
B• → B•+1 → B• . By (c) it follows property (i).
By [3, I, Lemma 1], to show (ii) it is enough to show the lifting property for
subobjects of U . So let V be a subobjects of U and let V → Bi be a morphism for
some i∈Z. We have to show that there is a continuation to U . Since |V |6 |U |¡,
the morphism V → Bi factors by Lemma 3.6 for a ¡ through Bi → Bi+1 → Bi.
With (b) the claim follows.
Our next goal is to show that any complex has a subcomplex of bounded cardinality.
For that we need more properties of the cardinality function.
Lemma 3.8. Let A∈A. Then there is a subset J ⊆ Hom(U; A) with the following
properties:
(i) |J |6 |A|;
(ii) ⊕
J
U → A is surjective.
Proof. First we choose a well ordering on the set Hom(U; A). So let Hom(U; A) =
{f|6 } for an ordinal . Then we de9ne like in the proof of Lemma 3.6 a subset
of Hom(U; A) by
J := {f ∈Hom(U; A)|= 0 ∨ Im(f)* colim
 ¡
Im(f )}:
We have the surjective morphism
⊕
J
U → A
and by construction the map
J → {A′ ⊂ A}
 → colim 6Im(f )
is injective.
Corollary 3.9. Let ! be a cardinal number. Then the isomorphism classes of objects
A• ∈Kom(A) with |Ai|6 ! for all i∈Z form a set.
Proof. By Lemma 3.8 any object B∈A with |B|6 ! is a quotient of ⊕!U . And the
class of subobjects of a 9xed object is a set because A has a generator.
Now we de9ne by induction a sequence of cardinals:
for n¿ 1:
a0 = |N|;
a2n−1 := |Hom(U;⊕a2n−2U )|;
a2n := | ⊕a2n−2 U |:
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The crucial fact is the following.
Proposition 3.10. Let A; A′′ ∈A; A → A′′ a surjective morphism and assume for some
n∈N that |A′′|6 a2n holds. Then there is a subobject A0 ⊆ A with
(i) A0 → A → A′′ is surjective and
(ii) |A0|6 a2n+2.
Proof. By Lemma 3.8 there is a surjective morphism ⊕a2nU → A′′. Further by the
choice of a2n+1 there is a morphism ⊕a2n+1U → A ×A′′ ⊕a2nU ; such that ⊕a2n+1U →
A ×A′′ ⊕a2nU → ⊕a2nU is surjective. Now we de9ne A0 ⊂ A as Im(⊕a2n+1U → A).
Then A0 → A′′ is still surjective and by Lemma 3.5 (ii) |A0|6 | ⊕a2n+1 U | = a2n+2
holds.
Now we choose a cardinal ! which is greater than each element of the sequence
{an|n∈N}:
Theorem 3.11. Any acyclic complex 0 = S• ∈Kom(A) has an acyclic subcomplex
S•0 =0 with the property that |Si0|6 ! holds for all i∈Z.
Proof. Let i0 ∈Z such that Si0 =0. Now we choose a nonzero morphism U → Si0 .
We de9ne a subcomplex S•0 ⊆ S• as follows:
• Si00 := Im (U → Si0 );
• Si0+10 := Im (U → Si0 d→ Si0+1);
• Si0 = 0 for i¿ i0 + 1;
• for i¡ i0 we de9ne Si0 by induction: if Si+10 is already de9ned we choose by Propo-
sition 3.10 a subobject Si0 of d
−1(Kern(Si+10 → Si+20 )) such that Si0 → Kern(Si+10 →
Si+20 ) is still surjective and by induction
|Si0|6 a2(i0−i)
holds.
This subcomplex has the desired properties.
Before we can prove out main result we need a last lemma. It is a kind of Mittag
LePer condition for limits over arbitrary well ordered sets.
Lemma 3.12. Let $ be an ordinal number and (M• )¡$ a projective system of exact
complexes of abelian groups with the property that for all n∈Z the condition
(ML): for all ¡$ the canonical map Mn → lim′¡M
n
′ is surjective
holds. Then the complex lim¡$M• is exact.
Proof. We prove the lemma by trans9nite induction on $. For $ = 0 and for $ a
successor ordinal the lemma is clear. So let $ be a limit ordinal and let the lemma be
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true for all ordinals smaller than $. We proof the exactness of lim¡$ M• in degree
zero.
Obviously the composition of lim¡$ M−1 → lim¡$ M 0 and lim¡$ M 0 → lim¡$ M 1
is zero. So let (m0)¡$ ∈Kern (lim¡$ M 0 → lim¡$ M 1 ). We de9ne by trans9nite
induction an element (m−1 )¡$ ∈ lim¡$ M−1 .
• = 0
We have the exact sequence
M−10
d→ M 00 d→ M 10 :
We choose for m−10 ∈M−10 merely a preimage of m00,
•  =0
By the 9rst induction hypothesis we have the following commutative diagram with
exact rows and columns:
M−2
d−−−−−→M−1 d−−−−−→M 0 d−−−−−→M 1



lim
′¡
M−2′
d−→ lim
′¡
M−1′
d−→ lim
′¡
M 0′
d−→ lim
′¡
M 1′



0 0 0 0
By the second induction hypothesis we already have an element (m−1′ )′¡∈
lim′¡ M−1′ which is mapped by d to (m
0
′)′¡ ∈ lim′¡ M 0′ . Further, there is
the element m0 ∈Kern(M 0 → M 1 ) above (m0′)′¡. By an easy diagram chase we
can 9nd an element m−1 ∈M−1 above (m−1′ )′¡ which is mapped by d to m0.
So we have constructed (m−1 )¡$ ∈ lim¡$ M−1 which is mapped by d to (m0)¡$.
Now we can prove our main result.
Theorem 3.13. Let A be a Grothendieck category. Then Kom(A) has enough
K-injective complexes.
Proof. Let ! be the ordinal de9ned above. By Corollary 3.9 we choose a set of acyclic
complexes {S•j }j∈J with the property:
(i) |Sij|¡! holds for all j∈ J and all i∈Z and
(ii) for any acyclic complex T • with property (i) there is a j∈ J and an isomorphism
S•j → T • in Kom(A).
Now let A• ∈Kom(A). We choose a right resolution A• → I• by Lemma 3.7
apply to the above family of complexes. We want to show that this I• is a K-injective
complex. For that let T • any acyclic complex. For each ordinal  we de9ne by
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trans9nite induction an acyclic subcomplex T • ⊂ T •:
• Let T •0 be a nonzero acyclic subcomplex of T • such that |T i0|6 ! holds for all i∈Z.
It exists by Theorem 3.11.
• If  is a limit ordinal we de9ne
T • := colim
′¡
T •′ :
• If  is the successor of − 1 we look at the projection ' :T • → T •=T •−1. T •=T •−1
is again acyclic. If T •=T •−1 =0 we choose again by Theorem 3.11 an acyclic sub-
complex T˜
•
 ⊂ T •=T •−1 such that |T˜
i
|6 ! holds for all i∈Z. Then we de9ne
T • := '
−1(T˜
•
).
Now we show by trans9nite induction that Hom•(T • ; I
•) is exact for each ordinal .
• The complex T •0 is isomorphic to a complex of {S•j }j∈J and therefore the claim
follows from the construction of I•.
• If = ′ + 1 we look at the exact sequence
0→ T •′ → T • → T˜
•
 → 0 :
By construction T˜
•
 is isomorphic to a complex of {S•j }j∈J and therefore
Hom•(T˜
•
 ; I
•) is acyclic. The complex Hom•(T •′ ; I
•) is acyclic by our induction
hypothesis. By the fact that I i are injective for all i∈Z the claim follows.
• We want to show that for a limit ordinal  the complex Hom•(T • ; I•) = lim′¡
Hom•(T •′ ; I
•) is acyclic. For ′ = ′′ + 1 the morphism T •′′ → T •′ is injective
and therefore Homn(T •′ ; I
•) → Homn(T •′′ ; I•) = lim′′′¡′Homn(T •′′′ ; I•) is for all
n∈Z surjective, because of the injectivity of I i for all i∈Z. If ′ is a limit ordinal
we have by de9nition colim′′¡′T •′′
∼→T •′ and therefore Homn(T •′ ; I•) ∼→ lim′′¡′
Homn(T •′′ ; I
•). Therefore we can apply Lemma 3.12.
Now we choose an ordinal  which is greater than
∏
i∈Z |T i|. Then we have T • = T • 
and the theorem is proven.
We have the following important corollary of the theorem.
Corollary 3.14. Let F :A → B be a left exact functor between abelian categories
and let A be a Grothendieck category. Then the derived functor
RF :D(A)→ D(B)
exists.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.13 and the general theory of derived functors (cf. [8]
or [2]).
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4. The derived version of the theorem of Gabriel Popesco
In [1] the authors prove 9rst a derived version of the theorem of Gabriel–Popesco.
Then the existence of enough K-injective complexes is a corollary. Now we want to
show that conversely we can easily deduce the derived version of Gabriel–Popesco
from Theorem 3.13
Corollary 4.1. Let A be a Grothendieck category. Then there is a ring R such the
D(A) is a localization of D(R) in the sense of Bous;eld (comp. [5; chapter 9]).
Proof. The usual theorem of Gabriel–Popesco [GP] says that there is a ring R and a
pair of adjoint functors
a :R−Mod →A
and
i :A→ R−Mod ;
where a is exact and i is full; faithful and right adjoint to a. Because a is exact it
induces a functor
a :D(R)→ D(A)
and because D(A) has enough K-injective complexes the right derived functor
Ri :D(A)→ D(R)
of i exists. Furthermore; i respects K-injective complexes because it is right adjoint to
an exact functor. Therefore we have
HomD(R)(M•;Ri(A•)) = HomD(A)(a(M•); A•)
and
idD(A) = RidA
∼→R(a ◦ i) ∼→ a ◦ Ri :
So Ri is full and faithful and the theorem is proven.
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